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Abstract
The migraine is a chronic neurological disease that affects 10 to 12% of the population, with a clear
preponderance females and this from puberty. The women report a longer attack duration. Presence and severity of
associated symptoms, such as photophobia, phonophobia, nausea, vomiting, and cutaneous allodynia are more
prevalent in women. Some clinical forms are well described as catamenial migraine. Several comorbidities have
been described in migraine women. Among these diseases associated with migraine: vascular diseases, asthma,
allergies, epilepsy, restless legs syndrome, and various chronic pain syndromes and psychiatric disorders.
Treatment of migraine in women raises the difficulty of managing seizures and during pregnancy and the period of
menstruation. The therapeutic difference mainly concerns menstrual migraine. In women with migraine, it is
therefore recommended to be particularly attentive to comorbidities, the presence of which significantly increases
the risk of arterial vascular events. Migraine is very common with a particular impact on the quality of life of women.
These various specificities and their evolution over time must lead to continuous training of general practitioners,
other specialists in women's health including gynecologists in order to reduce the morbidity of the disease by better
prevention of crises through the harmonization of research by scientific societies from different continents.
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Introduction
Migraine is two to three times more prevalent in women than men
[1-3] and women report a longer attack duration [1]. Indeed, the
hormonal phenomena of the woman are incriminated in this
specificities because epidemiologically this difference in prevalence by
sex do not exist before the puberty and decrease in the woman in
menopause [4,5]. Migraine prevalence was lower in African Americans
than in Caucasians in the American Migraine Study, though
differences were statistically significant for males only [6].
It is a chronic neurological disease that affects 10 to 12% of the
population, with a clear preponderance females and this from puberty
[2] despite the fact that 95% of these patients return home with a
diagnosis of benign primary headache, the attending physician must be
able to detect secondary and potentially dangerous headache that
requires referral [7-9]. Because the migraine is a disabling disease that
can alter the quality of life of patients, disrupt emotional relationships
and affect school and work activities [3].
This female feature of migraine has its place in the chronic form of
migraine which must be distinguished from other types of migraine
according to the last classification 2013 of the International Headache
Society HIS [10] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Global age-standardised point prevalence of migraine in
men and women. Prevalence expressed as a percentage of the
population. Data from the Global Burden of Disease Study 2015
(GBD 2015).
We present here a review of the specificities of migraine in women
by raising hormonal issues, frequency, duration of attacks, clinical,
disabling comorbidities, management during menstruation, and cost
of migraine.
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Clinical Features
Presence and severity of associated symptoms, such as photophobia,
phonophobia, nausea, vomiting, and cutaneous allodynia are more
prevalent in women [11-13] but with some exceptions [14]. Research
suggests that women have more frequent, longer lasting, and more
severe headaches than men [15] although some studies show that Pain
intensity and attack frequency tend to be similar in men and women
[16].
However the most constant finding is that women report longer
duration of migraine attacks than men [17]. Some clinical forms are
well described as catamenial migraine. It is defined as a migraine
without aura occurring between 2 days before and 3 days after the
menstrual cycle. The catamenial migraine is said to be "pure" when it
occurs at least during 2 cycles out of 3 during this period and
exclusively. On the other hand, "related migraine to the rules "is
defined when it occurs at least during 2 cycles out of 3 during this
period and that crises are also observed during the rest of the cycle [2].
If nearly 50% of migraine women seem to correlate between migraine
and menstruation, only 10% of them have migraines exclusively related
to menstruation [18]. The catamenial migraine seizures have a more
severe pain intensity and are longer, more disabling, less responsive to
crisis treatments [19].

Specific Comorbidities
Several comorbidities have been described in migraine women.
Among these diseases associated with migraine: vascular diseases,
asthma, allergies, epilepsy, restless legs syndrome, and various chronic
pain syndromes and psychiatric disorders [20]. However, studies on
sex differences of these comorbid diseases are few and report
conflicting results [1]. The vascular risk of migraine is scientifically
well established [21]. Isolated cases [22] of migraine patients with
stroke and cohorts have been reported in the literature [23]. However,
the absolute risk remaining low for migrant women: around 17-19 per
100,000 women per year [21] also over 45 years of age, migraine is not
considered a factor
Risk of stroke [24] if the arterial vascular risk is reinforced with the
progestin-only pill, there are no data with the use of progesterone or
with the IUD (intrauterine device) [2].
Data from a Danish questionnaire survey of 46 418 twins suggest
that there is a sex difference in the number and types of comorbid
disorders associated with migraine. Women with migraine had a
greater number of comorbid diseases compared with men (11 vs. 5)
[25].

Therapeutic Aspects
Treatment of migraine in women raises the difficulty of managing
seizures and during pregnancy, lactation and the period of
menstruation.
However, guidelines for the acute and prophylactic management of
migraine do not address the differential management of men and
women, with the exception of the management of menstrual migraine
[26-28]. Improvements in lifestyle, eating behavior and the
identification of modifiable predisposing and triggering factors, in
particular using a diary, are the first recommended measures in the
management of the migraine patient [29].
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The current recommendations do not suggest a therapeutic
difference between women and men except for menstrual migraine
which requires prevention or a hormonal alternative [27,28]. The
reported sex differences in migraine attack duration could reflect real
phenotypical differences, but might also relate to different responses to
treatment between men and women [30]. The therapeutic difference
mainly concerns menstrual migraine. This form of migraine requires
early treatment to be effective [31]. The trial of minor analgesics such
as paracetamol usually results in failure. On the other hand, data from
placebo studies show the usefulness of triptans (sumatriptan 50 or 100
mg, Rizatriptan 10 mg and combination sumatriptan-naproxen
85/500) and other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [32].
The combination of sumatriptan (8 mg) and naproxen (500 mg)
effectively treated migraine in 50% of women, compared to 22% for
placebo, with the considerable advantage of reducing dysmenorrhea
[31]. Mefenamic acid is the preferred anti-inflammatory 500 mg every
8 hours during the days of menstruation. It is better tolerated [31]. The
route of administration for this treatment of crises must be adapted
according to the state of the woman (injection, rectal or oral route),
taking into account also the financial accessibility.
The prevention of menstrual migraine requires estrogen-based
hormone therapy [2,33], because there is a link between this form of
migraine and the decrease of the level of this hormone [2]. This
prevention is confirmed by studies through the essential role of
percutaneous estrogens at the dose of 1.5 mg per day started 2 days
before the expected date of the crisis and continued 7 days [33].
Catamenial migraine may also occur in the window of interruption of
combined estroprogestative contraceptives [2]. In the event of a
migraine with aura, a definitive stop of contraception estroprogestative
drug is necessary because of the increased risk of cerebrovascular
disease [34].
Concerning pregnancy and lactation, migraines affect one in every
five women in their reproductive years (2017) [35].
While most migraines improve during pregnancy, having a history
of migraine may increase the risk of negative maternal and fetal health
outcomes during pregnancy [36].
A large longitudinal cohort study of 2434 pregnant women showed
that those with a history of headache prior to pregnancy were at
greater risk of experiencing headache during pregnancy [37]. There are
many available treatment options for migraine during pregnancy/
lactation, so patients can be reassured that they will not suffer in pain
during pregnancy. Preconception planning is the first important step
for patients with migraines.
This can help establish non-pharmacological treatment regimens
prior to pregnancy and develop a strategy for safe use of other options
during pregnancy. As many drugs are most dangerous during the first
trimester when a pregnancy may not be known, women on migraine
preventatives should consider tapering off such drugs and decreasing
use of unsafe abortive options during pregnancy planning (Table 1)
[36].
S. No

Treatment options

1.

Non-pharmacologic tretment options

a.

Healthy lifestyle habits

b.

Behavioral treatment options (relaxation training, Cognitive
behavioral therapy, biofeedback, stress management training)
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c.

Mind-body treatment options (meditation, yoga)

2.

Pharmacologic options

3.

Dietary supplements

4.

Procedure based treatment options

a.

Physical therapy

b.

Acupuncture

c.

Nerve Therapy

Table 1: Overview of the treatment options during pregnancy/lactation
for migraine [36].
In women with migraine, it is therefore recommended to be
particularly attentive to comorbidities, the presence of which
significantly increases the risk of arterial vascular events, such as
dyslipidemia, diabetes mellitus, obesity, smoking or high blood
pressure (hypertension). Specific treatment of these conditions should
therefore be undertaken before the prescription of an oestro-progestinonly contraceptive [2].
Data from the literature concerning ergot alkaloid in this context do
not produce convincing results, and the latter are less and less
prescribed since the appearance of triptans. Finally, it will often be
necessary to associate of the crisis of the adjuvant therapies will be
antiemetics or anxiolytics in case of superimposed symptoms [31].
In the United States in 2016, the annual and per person cost of
migraine is estimated at US $2,649 for episodic migraine [38]. In
Europe, this cost is estimated at €1222 [39,40]. Migraine burden is
bound to increase by more than 10% DALYs within the next decade
[41].
In Africa, we observe in daily practice that many women have
difficulties in continuing their treatment because of the high cost of
direct and indirect care. However, some stop treatment because of the
chronicity of the disease in some areas in an African social and
religious culture that does not accept a disease without etiological
treatment.

Conclusion
Migraine is very common with a particular impact on the quality of
life of women. Clinical and therapeutic specificities and their evolution
over time must lead to continuous training of general practitioners,
other specialists in women's health including gynecologists in order to
reduce the morbidity of the disease by better prevention of crises
through the harmonization of research by scientific societies from
different continents.
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